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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
Rates: 15 cents per word per dJLy, one dollllt' 
minimum. Advertisements run five or more 
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen· 
ts per word per day, (no refunds if cancelled 
before llve i~sertionsl. Clasoified ad-
vertisements must bz paid In advance. 
Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to: 
Classified Advertising. UNM Do" 20, 
Albuquerque, N .M. B7l31, 
~ L-------------------------~ ·~· o:l 
A 1. PERSONALS 
0 
.~ PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien· ~ ds who care at llirthright 247·9819. ten 
<1> 
~ BRAD GONYER: Call255-8196. 9/19 
j:: GARY,Imissyourfnce.Mary. 9/22 
Q) PRE-LAW and PRE-MED students, send for Z booklets of all medical or all law schools containing 
a5 aVerage, minimum and-1-ecommended GPA, LSAT 
and MOAT scores for 1976-77 admittance. Send ~ $2.00 to Pre-professional Advisory, Box 13872, 
~ Gainesville, Florida 32604. 9/18 
3. SERVICES 
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Oct. 11. 
Prepare now, call Professional ·Educators of New 
Mexico Inc. 255-1904, 
FAMOUS QUIV!RA BOOKSHOPand Photognph 
Gallery Is one·halr block from Johnson Gym on 
Cornell. Special order service. 
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students! 
Custom black-and-white processing printing. 
Fine-grain or push processing 'of Cilm. Contact 
sheets or custom ]>roofs. High quality 
,enlargements, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. 
Call265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE. 
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest 
prices In town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call 
26&-2444 or come. to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E. 
WEDDING INVITATIONS & Photography, 
Creative Services Ltd, 299-7930. 10/14 
FREE MATH TUTPRING for minority students. 
Contact Prof. Griego. Hum 431. 9/19" 
AUTO TU~:ING & repair reasonablo, 1211 Copper 
NE, rear West. 9/22. 
WILL TYPE PAPERS (and make grammatical 
corrections) anytime. 60c per typewritten page. 
Call Kim at 265-3292. 9/22 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric guaran· 
teed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·7147. 
9/24 
4. FORRENT ,..=_ _ _ 
-
6. · EMPLOYMENT 
JOBS .AVAILABLE, women 19 years and older. 
Call S'outhwest Design Adobe House Builders, 
from 5 p.m.-6 p.m. 242-16,03. 9/19 
TELEPHONE SOLICITORS for part-time work 
come to Student Publicatioris, Rm. 132 Marron 
Hall Friday between 12:30-2:30 or call 277-6259 
between 12:30-2;30. 
USE YOUR TALENTS. Instructors needed £or 
new YWCA classes. Part time. Ca11247-8841. 9/18 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING sales person needed, 
EKpericnce helpful, but will train person ·with ap· 
propriate educational background. Resume to Ned 
Cant~ell, Carlsbad Current-Argus. P.O. Box 1629. 
Carlsbad, New Mexico. 9/18 
OPENINGS F.OR STUDENTS from northern 
New Mexico area. $90 weekly to start. Call 242-
8152 from 2:00 till4:00 P..m. Thurs~ only. 9/18 
PART TIME JOB graduate students only. Af· 
ternoons & evenings. Must beab!e to work Friday 
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in 
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor 
Stores. 6704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23 
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT, carpeted, air-
conditioned, Hermosa NE. $159/mo. w/$50 WHODUNIT 
deJI05it. 2651H98 after 6:00p.m. 9/23 ? 7 
EFFICiENCY. $110. utiliti~;-paii:l. tiN~i--;~~ tAwi'rii" ~~~..,. _____ _,. 
blOck, 2601 Silver SE. Ca11255·1676, 9/24 ~ 
--·--·· ----- _, ______________ _ 
. 
5. FORSALE 
-- -·~- - - ----- -- . ·- -· ---- ~ ~--- -
BICYCI.ES~ Low£-st pricl's and largest selection 
of the Cinl.'st European makes. R.C. Hallett's 
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI NE. 843· 
9378. Open lil9 p.m. 
2pronTABlETV:, $3o.sG0. 44!wyomi;;g NE: 
255·5987. 10/23 
18' HANGGLIDER includes helmet, travel bag, 
swing seat, $450. 265·2876. evenings. 9/18 
NEccni zrGzA"a, '75 d~seout model. But-
tonholes, embroiders, monograms, $<10 or• to 
payments of $4.256-3505. 10/9 
HITCHCOCK 
39 STEPS & 
VANISHES 
, Western Wine & Liquor 
ih Winrock Center is. having a 
Free Wine and Cheese Tasting 
Featuring: Inglenook 
Premium Wines of California 
With special low prices 
With cheese by ~~~fk~f' 
1f~rrM~ .. 
OF OHIO 
Friday 2- 6 pm 
Saturday 2 - 6 pm 
35 Winrock Center NE 
298-7811 
I 
7. TRAVEL 
WANTED; RIDER to sha~e e}(.penses and driving 
to Lo.~ Angeles area Sept, 20th, 298-1128 11 tter . ~-. ~18 
8. ·MISCELLANEOUS 
GOOD USED Realistic car cassette stereo 
Speakers included, $50,268-1945. 9/19 
HAVE YOUR FANTASIES photographe"d. 
· M?dels ;J.Iso needed. 268-9520 between 10 p.m.-
midnight. 9/19 
Wanders 
'· 
Attention 
Chartered Student Organization 
Your He-charting packets are due 
September 19, 1975. 
Return to Student -Activites 
2nd floor Student Union ·LJu.uuu 
Student Initiated Courses 
in the 
Undergraduate Seminar Program 
We would like to have · proposals from und~rgraduate 
students ·for one credit hour undergraduate seminars for 
Semester II, 1975 - 76. 
Proposals should be made on a form which is available, 
together with information on the program and some 
~idelines for proposals, at the Honors Center (ground level, 
west wing of the Humanities Building). 
. 
_Deadline for Submitting 
Proposals is October 3, 197 5 
n 
The Cultural P;:ogram Committee 
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 
POPEJOY HALL. 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
Present 
America's Finest Modem Dance Troupe 
The Alvin Ailey 
Darice Co111pany 
· Two Performances 
Two Different Programs 
Thursday~ Friday~ October 2~ 3 -8:15pm 
. Studen-t Subscribers Please note: 
Your Passes will be honored only on Oct. 2 
$10.00, $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00 
Tickets Available now at Box Office 
T ~lephone: 277:3121 
Undergraduates with Activity Card 
may Purchase Two Tickets maximum at 
1/-2 the Regular Prices 
-
... 
.. _,_ ..... 
Ne\N Mexico 
DAILY 
Friday, September 19, 1975 
' . 
-
. ' 
Thievery Problems 
Plague U. Bookstore· 
By Jeff Wombacher· 
The University Bookstore is being plagued by the problem of stolen 
books and store manager A.O. Jckson says it seems to be getting wor-
se all the time. · 
"Yes we've got a problem with it," he said. "We thought it was get· 
ting better but it seems this fall we've caught more people." 
Jackson termed the problem "one of the ills of society" and said 
about 95 per cent of the books ilre returned to the store for c~s?,." I 
think it very seldom that people steal a book because they need It. . 
He said he estimated about two per cent of the total gross volume 1s 
stolen . That would add up to about $20,000 each year since the 
volume is over two million, he said. 
Jackson said he had hoped the number of books stolen would 
decrease in the open atmosphere of the new building. 
Student guards are usually on duty in the store and the employees 
have been asked to keep an eye open to prevent the thefts. 
Jackson said about one person is caught every day trying to steal a 
book. Often the person is given the chance to return the book or pay 
_for it and a report is made to the Dean of Students. . " . 
Doug Johnston, assistant manager of the bookstore, satd, With the 
case I had today I tried not to imply that anything had been stolen." 
Jackson said he has considered using cameras to protect the store. 
"They're very expensive," he said. :·A camera is just li~e a c?~­
puter: it doesn't do any good unless you ve got soo;teone lookmg at 1t. 
30-40 Affected by Change 
Last week's change in the 
requirements for the Arts and 
Sciences Communications Skill 
Test (CST) will affect only those 
students who are in the college 
on a provisionary basis. 
The new ruling still •makes the 
~ST a requirement for entrance 
Into Arts and Sciences and now 
requires it to be passed for 
graduation. This move is 
designed to catch those 30 to 40 
students who are in Arts and 
\ 
Sciences from other schools or 
departments and have not passed 
the CST. 
Any student who has passed 
the CST and been admitted into 
. Arts and Sciences meets with the 
new CST graduation 
requirement. Any student who is 
in the college of Arts and Scien-
ces and has not passed the CST, 
will not r~ceive a degree until 
that requirement has been 
fulfilled. 
..... 
Today is the last day to 
withdraw from a course 
without a grade, to change 
grading options or to with-
draw with partial refund. 
Patty Hearst Captured 
In Non-Violent Arrest 
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-Fugitive newspaper 
heiress Patricia Hearst -and three Symbionese 
Liberation Army (SLA) associates were captured 
Thursday by FBI agents and police in a quiet 
neighborhood. Ending one of the most bizarre 
criminal cases in U.S. history. 
There was no violence. ' 
Hearst, wanted on bank robbery charges, and 
Wendy Yoshimura, 30, wanted on a federal ex-
plosives charge in Berkeley, Calif. since 1972, were 
picked up in one.home and William Harris, 30, and 
his wife, Emily, 28, were arrested in another. None 
were hurt. 
For 592 days, Patty Hearst, a pretty college 
Coed, was Tania, a teen-age terrorist who 
toted a submachine gun and called her 
millionaire father a "pig." 
• 
Hearst, who joined the SLA after being ab-
ducted by the underground group in 1974, was also 
charged with a federal firearms violation as well as 
more than a dozen state charges. The Harrises . 
were wanted on similar charges. 
Charles Bates, agent in charge of the San Fran-
cisco FBI office, said he talked with Hearst's 
father, Randolph A. Hearst, president of the San 
Francisco Examiner, while ·he was' in New York 
City. 
"We spoke for about 15 seconds," Bates said. 
"He asked me one question-if Patty was all right. 
I said, 'Yes.'" Hearst was flying back to San Fran-
cisco to be reunited with his daughter. 
Miss Hearst's mother, Catherine, was in Los 
Angeles for a meeting of the University of Califor-
nia Board of Regents, of which she is a member. 
She was informed of her daughter's arrest in a 
telephone call from her husbaand she flew back to 
San Francisco. 
All Mrs. Hearst could say was, "They found Pat-
ty." The mother was described as "relieved and 
shaken." · 
The arrest spelled the apparent end of the SLA, 
a small terrorist group formed in the state prison 
system. Six members, inclu'ding its leader Donald-
Defreeze, died in a shootout with police in Los 
Angeles in :June 1974. 
Two others, Russell Little and Joseph Remiro, 
were in custody after conviction qn charges of 
assassinating Oakland, Calif., School Superin-
tendent Marcus A. Foster. 
Hearst and Yoshimura, described by friends as 
an artist from Fresno, Calif., were arrested at 2:25 
p.m. in a home at 625 Morse St. in the Mission 
district-an enclave for Mexican-Americans and 
counter·cultl!re groups in the southern part of the 
city. 
The Harrises were captured at 255 Precita Ave., 
near the Morse residence, after they had been 
jogging. Both were still in their jogging shorts. 
Mrs. Harris tried to run from officers but was 
quickly collared. 
As FBI agents entered the house to make the 
arrest, Hearst was reported to have said: "Don't 
shoot. I'll go with you." 
Bates told reporters that agents began a check 
on the Precita Ave. home two days ago, apparently 
acting on a tip that a couple resembling the 
Patty Hearst and Wendy Yoshimura, 
described by friends as an artist from 
Fresno, Calif., were arrested at 2:25p.m. in a 
home at 625 Morse St. in the Mission 
District. 
Harrises were living there. 
Agents began a surveillance of the house at 2_ 
p.m. Wednesday. Bates said agents sighted the 
Harrises on at least one occasion. He added that no 
weapons were found at either home. 
Hearst was abducted from her apartment near 
the University of California campus in Berkeley on 
Feb. 2, 1974. Later in tape-recorded communiques 
(Continued on page 51 
Bradford Gets Council Chair 
Bill Tryon Wi.ns GSA Presidency 
' By Ellen Syvertson 
The Graduate Student 
Association (GSA) election 
- results last night showed bill 
Tryon winning the presidential · 
race and Carl Bradford seated as 
Chairman of the G.S.A. Council. 
The proposed GSA budget for 
1975-76 was approved with 295 
votes cast in favor of the $59,670 
proposal and 153 votes cast in op· 
position. 
The official tabulations of the 
GSA Elections Commission were 
225 votes for Tryon, 108 votes for 
Steve Schroeder, 84 votes for 
Benjamin Coca, and 82 votes for 
Noel Gordon in the presidential 
contest. 
In the Chairperson's election 
Bradford tallied 255 votes. Mary 
Sally Garcia was Bradford's 
closest contender with 105 votes. 
Jerry Fisher had 85 votes and 
Beatrice Dominguez Gardner 
had 25 votes. 
A total of 522 ballots were 
counted in the two-day election 
which began on Wednesday mor- William Tryon 
ning and continued until 7 p.m. 
yesterday. 
Forty-four ballots were collec-
. ted from the Engineering and 
'Business Centers. 221 voters 
visited the·SUB polling station. 
The largest graduate faction tur-
ned out to vote at the Law 
School, where 257 graduate 
students voted. 
A jubilant President Tryon, a 
law student, commented, "I'm 
very happy with the results and 
I'm looking forward to a 
challenging term." 
Election Commission Chair-
man Stan Read was pleased with 
the voters' response. He said, 
"Approximately 15 per cent of 
the graduate students voted, tlie 
highest percentage in the past 
four years." 
The two major items on the 
budget were $8000 for the 
Student Research Allocation 
Committee ($6000 for research 
and $2000 for conference travel) 
and $8000 for the Child Day Care 
Co·op. 
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New Mexico 
DAILY LOBO 
Vol. 79 No.20 
Box 20, University P.O., UNM 
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131 
Editorial Phone (505) 277-
4102, 277-4202 
Psych.Headlntends 
To Hire Professo·rs 
, 
Within Clinical· Field 
The New Mexico Daily Lobo ia PU~ 
lishcd Monday through Friday every 
regular week of the University year 
and wcckJy during the summer session 
by the Board of Sludent Publications of 
the University of New Mexico, and is 
not financially associated with UNM. 
Second c1nss postage paid at Albuquer~ 
que, New Mexico 37131. SubBcript~on 
rate is $10.00 for th~ academic year,. 
The opinions expressed on the edi-
torial pages of The DaiJy Lobo nre 
tl10se of the author solely. Unsigned 
opinion is that of the editorial board 
of The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in 
The Daily Lobo necessarily represents 
the views of the University of New 
Mexico. 
By S. V. Hinchberger 
Like the anthropology depart-
ment, the UNM psychology 
department is shifting its em-
phasis to include clinical ap-
proaches to the science. 
The new chairman of the 
department, Dr. Henry Ellis, 
said psychology intends to hire 
two more professors who 
specialize in clinical psychology 
General Store 
111 Harvard SE 
266-2700 
Southwest's Finest Head Shop 
Now Open 
• 
Th'e Particular Shop 
Blue Jeans: All Brands, All Styles 
Leather Goods: purses, boots, belts and skins 
Other things of value CHEAP 
1602 Central S.E. 
". 
From Your Wear To Western Wear 
Wild West Music Co. 
·' 
Guitar "String Sale" 
1st Set - - Regular Price 
2nd Set - - Half Price 
200 Central SE 
Just East of the Tracks! 
a sound and visual adventure 
into some of your favorite music! 
No Admission Charge. 
Man's Search For Meaning 
In LHe • 
A sound and visual Adven• 
ture Into some of your 
Favorite Music ••• Including 
An Ex:clustve Interview with 
the late Jim Croce 
Produced by CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP 
Starring the ENTIRE WESTERN HEMISPHERE 
Campus Crusade For Christ International 
3 
to "broaden the ·scope of the 
department." 
He also said the employment of 
students graduating with a Ph.Q. 
in psychology from UNM ''has 
leveled 9ff." 
"Our strongest approach," said 
Ellis, "is in the experimental 
(branch of psychology) and lear· 
ning and we plan no changes 
there." 
This semester, Francis Har-
nick, specialist in infant develop-
ment and Harold Dellaney, 
specialist in quantitive and ap-
'plied learning were added to the 
faculty. 
Photo by Lee Welliver 
The many approaches in 
psychology have demanded the 
department continue to add more 
faculty in each approach, Ellis 
said. "Next year we hope to add a 
specialist in psychobiology." 
Psychology Chairman Dr. Henry Ellis 
"All this," said Ellis, "will 
assure the high academic stan-
dards we have managed to gain 
over the years." 
The high student-to-faculty 
ratio, which on the freshman 
level is near the highest on cam-
pus, will not be affected too much 
without more funds, Ellis said. 
Additional plans include more 
development on aging. "Life span 
development is growing in in· 
creased importance because of 
the make-up of our aging pat-
terns," he said. Gerontology is 
related to all of us and there is a 
need to study and learn more 
about it, Ellis said. 
The department is now also 
getting more involved in depart-
mental transfer of programs. 
"We are discussing with the 
College of Education their 
program on educational 
psychology with the hope of ex-
changing knowledge to make 
that program more effective," he 
said. 
Ellis said the College of 
Medicine now has four of his 
professors working to sup-
plement their kn'owledge on 
psychiatry, neurology and 
physiology. 
He said this entire trend is 
being brought about across the 
country in many colleges because 
of the limited funds. 
On the graduate level, Ellis 
said there is an increasing im-
portance in keeping track of man-
power trends. The employment 
of Ph.D.'s, he said, "has leveled 
off, but our department has been 
able to place all of our Ph.D.'s. 70 
per cent went into academic 
work, while the other 30 per cent 
are in a variety of associated 
work." 
A committee has been em· 
ployed to look at the newest tren-
ds in employment so that the 
department can be sure that 
placement will continue to be ef· 
fective. 
"We will maintain the number 
of graduate students at 60," Ellis 
said. He said the field of 
psychology is close to being the 
largest major in the country and 
the flood of students taking it 
with hope of getting into 
graduate school will require 
large numbers to go elsewhere. 
"Many of the people who take 
psychology find that it is useful 
in many other fields though," he 
-~. I 
· "Our number-one objective in 
the Department of Psychology is 
to maintain the exciting and 
creative atmosphere we have 
developed here," he said. "We 
have a vigorous and forceful staff 
that turn their students on to the 
subjects, into the teaching of 
them and into the research we 
do. 
KUNM Needs Jocks for Support 
KUNM-FM is strapped for disc jockies. 
UNM's student radio station has initiated a 
recruitment program to bring students into the 
station to work as DJ's and newscasters. 
"Basically we're looking for people who are into 
music," said Rick Smith, KUNM's head announcer. 
Smith, who is in charge of hiring and firing DJ's 
at KUNM, said the station also needed people in-
terested in doing news and public affairs. 
"We got this whole radio station here," he said. 
"But we can 't"-really develop much of a format if 
there's no one here to do it." 
He said KUNM's public affairs programming is 
especially "weak" and also said the station needs 
more DJ's. ' 
"If someone already has their FCC license, 
there's a good chance they could come down here 
and get on the air immediately," he said. 
KUNM will soon be conducting classes in how to 
pass the FCC test for those who do not have a 
broadcasting license. The next time the test will be 
given in Albuquerque will be in late October. ~ 
"Non-commercial radio is a good place for people 
to express themselves if they're on a media trip," 
he said. "If people don't know anything about 
media but want to learn, we'll give them the chan-
ce.'' 
Interested students should contact Smith or 
KUNM station manager Sharon Irish on weekdays 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. KUNM is located in the 
basement of the SUB (st?uth end). 
TODAY is the last day to withdraw from a cour· 
se without a grade, to ebange grading options, to 
withdraw with partial refund. Come to Dean of 
Students OUice at Mesa Vista Hall, 
The Kentucky Beaux will hold their first annual 
reunion at John Rucker's house this Saturday. An 
Beaux must attend, Carpools will form at the 
LOBO for lransportalion, Please contact the 
LOBO for more info. 
Who's Who in American College Applications 
are available inrm 242, SUB. They must be retur-
ned by Sept. 26 to be considered. 
Classes In 
Kundalina Yoga Sept 23 
Sept 24 Touch for Health 
TAl CHI CHIH Sept 25. 6 pm 
7 weeks $20.00 
Open Mind Book Store 
3010 Central SE 262-0066. 
The Philosophy Club will sponsor a slide lecture 
by Prot. Audrey Joseph, ,who recently returned 
rrom the Nelson Gallery in Kansas City. Subjerl: 
"Archaeological Finds and Art Treasures from lhe 
People's Repuhlic of China,'' Today, 3:30 p.m .. 
Woodward Hall149. 
Folk communion, Today, 3:30 p.m., 1801 Las 
Lomas NE. 
Learn fiallroorn dnncir1g, tonight, 7 p.m., t80I 
Las I~omas. 
The UNM Ballroom Dance Club meets today, 7· 
9 p.m .. rm 101 Carlisle Gym, 
Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
. ' ~---·--·---
-
_ .. <tc!:' 
Perspective Daily Lobo Letters Editorials 
Opinions 
z 
(ll 
~ 
:s: 
GOP 
.... · . .J}!Jr 
"" ~~~~~-r-r V/1/f/ . 
'DOOR 1b THE. GOP IS WIDE OPEN.' SAID THE r.:i!XC". 
(ll 
~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!\1' ~ .... 
'"' Vrewpomt ~ 
"' Ser Chicano ~ 
cr' 
0 
By Mario Chavez W 
. ~ 
The admission standards have been raised! Sure, why not? I'm (C· 
sure most academians agree with this action. The argument is sim- ~ 
pie, the tougher we make entrance to our institutions of higher lear- ~ 
ning, the better, more intellectually sophisticated students and ~ 
graduates we would have, and thus a. more intellectual, more ,_. 
civilized, more rational society. However, this would not come ~ 
about without cost! · 01 
I would raise a few questions. Won't the raising of the ad-
missions standards make our society here in New Mexico even 
more elitist than it already is? Who is most likely to be put at a 
greater disadvantage in terms of economics and prestige, because 
of the lack of education, if not the poor and the minorities? Yes, the 
poor and the minorities are the ones who will pay for this better 
society. 
~,~mtm$!~~:7:::1iHllii~~il~W:~§.WHfu@lW?:mM.:.!:!M~$.W.$~lW.~®t.:ml§n:~;!~Mli:!?:Wi~l~ 0 P j U i 0 0~§f.:t?i€~?.~~1~f:MiliW@1~l~W§~l~~:~J$N.©N.t~.W.~~:?:m~JH~JiliWiM¥.&.HW%:$lM~f.;::1:~m$ 
• 
Bar Exam Prorects Public · • 
By John Feldman 
What could possibly be appealing about 
having lawyers in New Mexico, who, no matter 
what their ethnic background, would be inferior 
by the universal standards used in the United 
States? It sounds like that is what some people 
want. 
If, as some claim, the State Bar exam is biased, 
then these people should take heart; the same 
format test that is given in New Mexico is given 
in all 50 states. It should be equally 
discriminatory in other states that have large 
ethnic minority populations. 
The important point is that minority law 
students pass their State Bar exams all the time. 
Some fail. All kinds of prospective lawyers flunk 
the test. At this time the State Bar exam is one of 
the only methods used to! protect the public from . 
bad lawyers. 
There are two main reasons why a student 
might fail the Bar exam. Either the students who 
blow it just can't cut it, or they are not 
adequately prepared by their law school. 
If a New Mexico Law student attends law 
school for years and can't perform as well as his 
contemporaries in other states, this seems to in-
dicate th~t he is not getting a proper law 
education. 
Perhaps the State Bar exam does not test a 
candidate's ability to be a Perry Mason or if the 
prospective lawyer has a pleasant bedside man-
ner, but if a prospective lawyer cannot pass a 
uniform test that all lawyers in the country must 
take for licensing (even because of a cultural 
lag), then what good t:ould he do the public if he 
cannot master simple tests of jurisprudence? 
It almost goes without saying that having 
someome from a similar background, who has a 
common understanding of your problems, would 
be most valuable a.s your defender. 
But what good would -it do a Spanish-
American if he had a bad Spanish-American 
lawyer? Would being an Indian and a lawyer help 
another Indian who was in trouble if that lawyer 
could not do the job? It would be nice to have a 
woman defend you if you were also female, but 
what if you got ten to twenty years because your 
counsel did not know how to beat the system? 
If you believe that minority people can't be as 
successful as Anglo males, then changing the 
rules of testing the competency of lawyers is 
reasonable. 
Standards for lawyers should always be tough 
{and all encompassing) not loose (and limited). 
New trends in the law cannot be ignored. 
Tougher standards caimot be had by eliminating 
the Bar exam. We need to look at the bar 
critically, and perhaps we need additional criteria 
to screen our lawyers. 
' .... · 
Editor: 
'· 
In reference to George M. 
Humanities Building is merely one 
opinion: his. If he chooses to 
remain rooted in the 19th century, 
that is his prerogative. However, he 
.need not show his prejudice and his 
lack of appreciation for change in 
an unqualified attack on the most 
outstanding piece of architecture 
this campus has to offer. 
In the future I would suggest that 
he keep his opinions to himself if 
they have nothing more positive to 
offer than destructive criticism. 
Michael P. Holstein 
Editor: 
Follow Up On Marcuse · 
Coston's letter in the Sept. 18 issue 
of the LOBO, I would like to com-
ment that there is absolutely no 
justification for his attack on the 
Humanities Building. The 
Humanities Building, more than 
any other building on this campu!l, 
stands out as a symbol of modern 
architecture. Mr. Coston's 
statement that Hodgin Hall is more 
pleasing to look at than the 
Last semester the neo-Marxian Herbert Marcuse presented a cap-
tivating speech at Woodward Hall which more or less stated that the very 
tolerance of bourgeois society was a trap to prevent true protest against 
injustice. Visions of 1984? 
I am disappointed that the LOBO did not do a follow up on the thinker 
who can critically and effectually evaluate the march of events in our cen-
tury and see them for what they are. 
George M. Coston 
They will suffer the costs because they don't have either the 
prestige or the money to provide for or to attend what are defined 
·as good schools by educational evaluators. Higher <Jdmission stan-
dards will probably. provide better students, however it will be at 
the expense of those who could have, but were not given an equal 
opportunity to achieve those admissions standards. By raising the 
admission standards the University has effectively put the cart 
"' before the horse. 
I believe that as a State we should have first provided all schoots 
with suffi,cieni revenues in order to provide equal facilites and 
quality teachers so as to offer all students an equal opportunity for 
acquiring knowledge. One can hardly expect to produce good lear-
ners, if one has poor teachers and poor learning facilities. 
.-
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Globe TheQtte 1601: Love· Stoty Opens 
& 
..L* 
"'-,. 
" 
• 
·~ ' 
. ~ i 
'1 
t 
Above: There's always bad blood between the 
Capulets-here on the bad side of a fight-and the Mon-
. . 
tagues, and rt usually takes the strong arm of the law to 
stop bloodshed. Right: A clown ~n the foyer of Popejoy ad-
-is to the period atmosphere before the pJav begins. 
By Joel White 
In the year 1601 at the Globe 
Theatre in London, "Romeo and 
Juliet", ·a. tragedy written by 
William Shakespeare opened 
for the first time. I don't know 
what the theatre critics said 
Ouild 
theatre 
265•0220 
3-4~central~ 
then (or if there were any), but 
the recreated performance of 
"Romeo and Juliet" which 
opened in Popejoy ·Hall last 
night deserves a 'well done'. 
PresElnted by the Classics 
Theatre Company of 
Albuquerque, and staged on an 
excellent Globe Theatre replica 
designed by Ken Guthrie, 
history's greatest tragedy was 
re-enacted for a somewhat a p-
preciative audience. 
• 
Unlike previous 
Shakespearian productions by 
the Classics Theatre, the lines 
were audible an<:! well-
enunciated. In fact, moments of 
Shakespearian humor inherent 
in the play were not lost as in 
many productioins, but 
thoroughly enjoyed by the 
audience. 
Romeo, portrayed by Peter 
Shea Keirst, and Juliet, por-
trayed by Jane Campbell, 
although both appearing very 
nervous, performed en-
thusiastically. Miss Campbell, 
besides appearing too alive 
during her mock death scene, 
delivered her lines deliberately 
and convincingly. Kierst per-
formed most memorably in the 
balcony scene, delivering his 
lines in the way undoubtably in-
tended by the author. 
But the strongest per-
formances of the evening were 
given by Amanda Gordon 
(Juliet's nurse), Michael Fran-
cis (Benvolio) and Phillip 
Nicholson as the 'amorous' Mer-
entia. 
With professional delivery 
and 'excellent character por-
trayal, Gordon as Juliet's nurs'e 
captured the respect of the 
audience. On the same note, 
Nicholson could have per-
formedall night and nobody 
would have stopped him. 
Barry Payne as the Prince of 
Verona, Katy Martin as Lady 
Capulet, Patricia Kerr as.Lady 
Montague, John Bakas as 
Abram and Gary Carkin as 
Friar. Laurence all performed 
admirably and were not too 
numerous to mention. They 
make up a body of talent called 
upon for many theatrical per-
formances in Albuquerque. 
Ho.ncock Concert Feo.tures Loco.l Gtou 
~rnn rYE 1 r I u I I I • I • 
ppeur1ng on t."e same bill as other members slowly dro1 p j •ped 
Thurs. Sept. IS Family Night 
. Dinner 6:30- 8:30 Blues and Talk Guitar 
with Joseph Gareis & David Brdini 
9:00 -11:00 No Cover 
Fri.l9 & Sat. 20 Boogie With 
Saturday Night Special 
$1.00 Cover 
out." I 
f' rn1. • ~ ... ~· J. ua[; 1en \Jnavez and Tom McVeety (five string cello) as members of a band that wanted 
to create their own sound. 
While looking for their own 
·•' 
J• f/ 
J0 .·. t: 
··'~-
1 ..,,, 
.. _.,._ m t 
Gerald Chavez 
To achieve that end, Govinda 
has been making themselves 
visible. They have played at the 
downtown Civic Park Plaza and 
the SUB Ballroom. KNME-TV 
featured them on a show called 
"The New Music" and KMYR-
FM played Govinda's music on 
their concert series. 
Chavez.hopes the appearance 
with Hancock w"ill help il] the 
group's efforts. "We have 
followed Mr. Hancock's career 
for quite some time and respllct 
him and his music very much." 
l .. ~ 
Ken Bibeau, who portrayed 
Tybalt and also acted as fencing 
master for the production, is a 
solid actor and performs well in 
all roles that he undertakes. 
Gene Ives and Bob Lloyd, 
~~~ .r~i;)'ll 
,, 
portraying Montague and 
Capulet family heads respec-
tively, fit their characters well. 
However, Lloyd was the only 
actor who forced a laugh from 
the audience during Juliet's 
mock death scene. 
Jack Denvir, Tom Beaver, 
and Paul Michael portrayed 
Balthasar, Servant to Romeo; 
Paris; and the Apothecary 
respectively. Bill Hayden 
characterized Peter, Capulet's 
docile servant. 
Julia Mattys designed the 
Costumes, and Georg Schreiber 
Karen Noble and Floyd 
Williams handled the lighting, 
choreography and music 
respectively. 
"Romeo and Juliet" is direc-
ted by John Gardner and will be 
appearing in Popejoy Hall 
tonight, Saturday night and 
Yunday afternoon. 
Although many of you have 
read the play and probably 
know the ending, "Romeo and 
Juliet" is still well worth 
seeing. I bet you'll still cry at 
the'end. · 
Juay D<Jter: "Laura Mae," 1973 
Photogrciphs b_y Women 
Thr"ee New Mexican 
photographers-Laura Gilpin of 
Santa Fe, Karen Truax of 
Albuquerque, and Alisa Wells 
of Arroyo Seco- are among the 
50 women whose work will be 
shown 'in an exhibition called 
Women of Photography: An 
Historical Survey at the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Santa Fe. 
Anne Noggle, curator of 
photography at the Museum, 
and Margery Mann of the San 
Francisco Museum of Art spent 
three years organizing and 
assembling the e'xhibiti'on. 
Women of Photography sur-
v e y s· t h e m an y kin d s a f 
photographs women have 
created in the 135-year history 
of the medium. The multiplicity 
of points of viev1 and subjects 
makes it clear, as Anne Noggle 
say,s, that "women see like 
people," not with a unique 
vision. 
A limited number,of 
· cataiogues are available at the· 
Museum of Fine Arts. Women 
of Photography will be shown 
at the Museum of Fine Arts un-
. til October 19. 
SAVE 50¢ WITH THIS Ab 
ON ADUlT ADMISSI?N 
-- ----·MEfRO·GOLDWYN·MAYER 
PRESENTS 
LOBO Gui-de to Films 
Dream Life is the offering at 
the SUB theatre tonight at 7 
and 9p.m. 
Harold and Maude returns to 
tUe:t""que Snt.urday night at 
,_ -~~ ~--~ . 
Malizia is the film at the Guild 
on Central. 
The Big Store, a Marx Brothers 
·movie, is showing at the Encore 
Theater on Central. Also on the 
bill is "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," 
with Elizabeth Taylor, who bas 
gone back t9 Richard. 
Room Service, another Marx 
Brothers film, is at the Silver 
Screen (on McLoed). Also 
showing is W. C. Fields in "The 
Fatal Glass of Beer"; also "The, 
Vagabond." 
Amarcord, called Fellini's 
greatest by some people, is 
showing at the Coliseum 
Theatre on Central. 
Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail is now showing at the Fox 
Winrock. Monty Python is the 
epitome on insanity, but with 
purpose,nefarious as it may be. 
In Winrock Center. 
at the Hiland. On Central. 
Jaws, a flick that everyone likes 
to sink their teeth into because 
the story line is easy to 
• - A't. the Cinema East: 
JIMJ> 
·THe 
~ MANN THEATRES 
FOX WINROCK WI~::" 
C£NHR 298.5445 
~IL 
TONITE 
7:30&9:15 
Pepino's On Central 
Features 
Blue Tail 
' . 
Sun. Sept. 21 Battle of the Bands 
(Blues and Boogie· Jam) 
2:00 -12. pm $100 
sound, bassist Mike Butterfield 
joined the group. The piano 
player, Jerry Seaberg, was 
recommended by a friend, and 
Linda Cotten joined because 
she wanted to sing original 
music. The drummer, Mike 
Powers, "was discovered 
through an advertisement." 
Rider on the Rain, a film that 
lets Charles Bronson prove he's 
tough (again) starts today at 
the Mall Cinema on Wyoming. 
The Drowning Pool for the fifth 
week! w batever that means· at 
· ihe M Plaza no. 1. 
Pitchers are In! 
Tricycle: Rainmaker: Haywire: Jubilee 
Moon Band: Sat. Night Special and Friends 
Thunderbird Bar 867-9911 
The group plays at clubs 
around Albuquerque--places 
like the Thunderbird Bar and 
Golden Inn--but that is not 
enough to support the mem-
bers. Their next goal is to get a 
recording con tract. 
[ -.. I .. n .. TThhe •• C~ltur~l Pr?s.ran; ComT mT'. !~t~e .. •• ] [ fFi1 P(. ···~--···- ···---·- -
w I 
Presents 
The Ballet Aztlan of Mexico Production of 
"FIESTA FOLKLORICO" 
Tuesday, September 23-8:15 p.m. 
Tickets-$7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00 
UNM Undergraduates-1/2 Price 
Telepho:l!e-277-3121 
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Linda Cotten 
Friday 
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Dream Life (La Vie Revee} 
Directed by Mireille Dansereau 
Saturday 
"ITIS A JOY!" 
.. 
HAROLD 
and 
MAUDE 
r.l• • . ~· .• n 
___ _., 
SUB Theatre 
$1.00 7 &9pm 
-"'-----'-------..:.--· -------·--=-~' ---- =----
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The Other Side of the Moun-
tain, also in its fifth week .. M 
Plaza no. 2. 
The Apple Dumpling Gang, a· 
Disney comedy, and "Super-
d.ad," another Disney comedy, 
l 
ASUNM PEC PRESENTS 
~j:::·l:)J::: 1j,\ '•r~!J· p't J ....~ .. U..:J ....1 J ..rl..IJ~ !JJ.l 
AND THE 
iJlMHJ !JJ'JJ ~;J !J 
PLUS 
G.OVINDA 
SEPTEMBER 22, 1975 ..1 8:15P.M. 
POPEJOY HALL 
Tri:KETS_ SUB BOX OFRCE ·GO tO STREET 
Starting Sept .. 21 
4310 C~ntral SE 
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ASUNM PEC PRESENTS 
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:-LABELLE.: 
• • 
··········-············· SEPTEMBER 28, 1975 
s:1s P.M. 
POPEJOY HALL 
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The Indo-American Assoc. will present "India 
Night" on Saturday, Sept, 20, 7 p.m. at the In-
ternational Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE. Indian 
cuisine and entertainrncnt will be presented. Fifty 
cents at the door. 
There is Jewish life at UNM. The Jowisll 
Student Union·Hillcl is having a meeting Sunday, 
Sept. 21 at 3 p.m. This meeting will be at 4521 Sun· 
ningdale Place, Call Ellen or Jay at 255·6579 or 
277-2550 for fur~her info. 
_,. _ ........ _ 
ASUN,M Speakers Committee will meet Mon-
day, 12:30 in rm 231 B, SUB. 
There will be an important. National Chicano 
Health Organization {NCHO) meeting,. Monday, 
Sept. 22 at. 6 p.m. in Chicano Studies. New mem· 
hers welcome, 
Free introductory lectures on the Tran-
scendental Medit1.1tion Program as taught by 
Ma~arishi Mahesh Yogi, Monday, 7:30 p.m., 
Tuesday 1 p.m. in rm 250C of the SUB. 
Student Publications Board meets Tuesday 
Sept. 23,4:30 p.m. Marron Ha11104, 
Free Ceramics Workshops for beginners ... open 
to all UNM students. Starting Wed, Sept. 24, 2·3 
p.m., Thurs. Sept. 25 10·11 a.m. in the ASUNM 
Craft Shop in the basement of the-SUB, 
Attention 
Chartered Student Organization 
Your Re-charting packets are due 
September 19, 1975. 
Return to Student Activites 
2nd floor Student Union Building 
Required Reading! 
By the author of CATCH-22 
"I could not put it 
down .... SOMETHING 
HAPPENED is the 
important novel of the 
Seventies- perhaps the 
great American novel we 
have been waiting for!" 
RALPH J. GLEASON, 
Rolling Stone 
"SOMETHING HAPPENED 
is splendidly put togeth· 
er and hypnotic to read 
•.. as clear and hard· 
edged as a cut diamond." 
-KURT VONNEGUT, JR., 
N.Y. Times Book Review 
$2.25 wherever 
paperbacks are sold 
(ill) Ballantine Books 
THE BIKE SHOP 
PRO SHOP 
Light Weight 10 Speed 
Mizutani Racer 
BIKING IS FUN 
$95.99 
Fully Assembled 
and Warranteed 
ePARTS 
eACCESSORIES 
eREPAIRS 
THE BIKE SHOP 
605 Yale S.E. 842-9100 
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. ' ' . ' . . .. ' 75-100 People Participate 
Demonstrators Protest Bar Exa 
By Judy Herrera had a larger turnout if we had particular, to let them 
we're concerned and to 
to keep their political 
perked." 
ech Running Backs Could Mean Trouble 
, By Jo Lopez . junior, will also be a big factor in much." · . 
Seventy-five to 100 persons chosen a more central location, 
participated in a well-organized, but we felt it was more important 
orderly demonstration outside to be where they could hear us. 
the State Supreme Court And they knew we were there. 
Building .in Santa Fe Tuesday They tried 'to ignore us but they 
defense should have 1ts Saturday's game. "He has a good Th L b ff . seven or eight opportunities to 
full and hopefully, for the passing attack " he sai"d "It's th . eh 0 d0 0f ellnse will also ha. ve score touchdowns in the Fresno 
h I f"ll d h ' . eir an s u as Tech h -" b . all o es I e w en they just that Tech didn.'t pass much bett · d f th as a game, ut fmled on short yardage 
The demonstration had 
support of many that were 
sworn in Tuesday, Silva said, 
Texas Tech's offense in Iastweekbecabseitwas d e;,Me.endse .anFresnoState situations.Mondtsaidthat 
S t d · ht . . oes, on t said. "They've got d · L b . . a ur ay mg • rammg." He said rain and cold 1 ts f . · urmg o o practice this week 
protesting the state bar k.new." C h B"ll M dt ·d • o o experience and depth th h .. . J"f" ' oac I on sa1 we!J,ther is expected this "Th L b ff · ey ave s1mp 1 1ed their of-
has five good running weekend in Lubbock aloo so c t ~ 0 0 0 ~nse has to con- fense. We've worked on fewer 
, two of whom combined for "neither team will probabl~ ~~ss t~~ ra ~ ~~ gettmg ~.he ball over plays and have practiced hard at examination. In comparison with the bar The demonstrators gathered exams of other states, New 
at 1 p.m. and half an hour later, Mexico has a high total failure 
"They supported us. 
against the concept of the 
exam but that's the only 
get licensed so they do it." 
rushing in the Red goa [ne more. UNM had recognizing certain defensive 
at the time the Swearing-in star- rate, Silva said. 
ted, speakers began addressing ·~other states have a high 
the crowd on the disadvantages passing rate and' in some cases an 
of the present method of licen- increasing passing rate. But New 
sing. Mexico has a constant failure 
Jas!~~j~~::~:::h:::r~:: Lobo Win Important Financially 
season record, so far, each 
their season openers last 
Raiders beat Florida Antonio Silva, a coordinator ox rate. This is really strange con-
the demonstration-and president sidering today's law students are 
of the Mexican/ American Law the best prepared ever." 
Students Association of thE Silva said Tuesday's demon-
UNM Law School, said the stration was a show of support, 
Roebuck 
AFTC Ch 
protest wa.s effective because it and any actual changes would in- The faculty 
went beyond the racial volve a process that will move Freedom and Tenure 
discrimination charges. through the next few years. ( AFT·c) Wednesday 
"The protest was represented "We've given the movement history professor Janet 
by all stratums of society," Silva the impetus to evaluate the as its chairwoman for this 
said, "not just Chicanos, Blacks, situation and hopefully we'll see Roebuck was el 
Indians, and women, but some changes in the next couple chemistry professor Roy 
everyone that.is concerned about of years." who was also nominated to 
thelackofattorneys." Group plans now include the committee. 
Silva said the demonstrators' meeting with members of the bar Caton and Roebuck 
31-20 in a ground gainer of 
Tech's rushing yardage 
365. New Mexico shut out 
State, 29-0, their first 
out in 17 games; mostly due 
toe of Bob Berg, but also 
of their blitzing defense. 
two Raider running oacks 
led Tech's rushing attack 
Rufus Myers who had 105 
in 14 carries, and Larry 
who had 95 yards in 13 
Mondt said, "They have 
speed and are explosive 
" age mixture was also indicative and the development of a mailing initial voting with each 
of the widening concern among campaign. five votes. The tie was Mexico's defense might 
the general public. "We're going to start a mailing however, by outgoing e to be their match, 
Concerning the size of the tur- campaign to elected officials, chairman Sanford Cohen as the Lobos held their 
nout Silva said, "We could have Congressmen and Senators in cast his vote for Roebuck. to a mere 19 yards d • B c • and are now rated No. 3 Hearst ·Capture In ay I nationinrushingdefense, tied for the No. 1 spot in 
Continued from pogc 11 girl from a wealthy family, looking forward defense. They are also 
she said she had forsaken her past life to join the forthcoming marriage to Steven A. Weed, 00,,.,- the WAC in team defen-
SLA and fight against the "fascist insects which had been her high school teacher. Lobo defense had five in-
prey on the lives of the people." She also referred But the conventional life of the two of those·coming 
to her father as a 'fascist pig.' of newspaper giant William defensive player of 
She was identified as one of a team of robbers student of art history at the University of Ronnie Wallace. 
who later held up a branch bank in the qui11t Sun- nia, went on catastrophe course that winter Lobo defenders will have 
set District in San Francisco. A white woman rang the bell of her hard to keep their 
Bates himself had directed the search for Hearst Berkeley, Calif., and asked to use though. Mandt said, "It'll 
since the day of the abduction. When she was admitted, two black men wher the. teams we 
Oscar Perez, a UC student who lived near the and dragged their half-naked, 19-year-old tougher.'· 
Morse St. home, said the arrest of Hearst 'and a waiting car. They left behind badly the one defense rating 
Yoshimura was "extremely smooth.'' He said he Steven Weed, Patty's fiance who shared the counts is the "one that 
saw them led out of the house in handcuffs. He said ment with her. to winning and .,that's the 
both had short hair. defense. It's important to 
"They were brought out and everything was or- from scoring. Of cour-
derly," Perez said. "They acted like everything Three days later a letter, postmarked offense has a part in that 
had already happened." . Feb. 4 and containing Patty's credit card, can't afford to fumble.'' 
Another neighbor, Marion Sickinger, said there received by the Hearst family from the SLA, lost two fumbles to 
had been a "for rent" sign at the house and it was tie known handful of Maoists. The Jetter State last Wet:>k. ' 
removed two weeks ago. ced Hearst's father, Randolph, as a said Texas Tech's quar-
Several hundred persons gathered in the federal enemy of the people" and said Patty was Tommy Duniven, a 
building lobby in the hopes of catching a glimpse of prisoner of war. 
the granddaughter of publishing magnate William In less than a week the family received a 
Randolph Hearst. recording by Patty which said she often was 
Yoshimura, who had once spent a summer folded and tied but that she was "okay." 
working in the sugar cane fields in Cuba, was demanded in the tape that her father 
sought in connection with an attempted bombing $70 in food to every needy Californian as a 
at the Navy ROTC facility at the university. Her faith gesture. 
name was linked to the Hearst case after it was On Feb. 14 General Field Marshal (Jin.que. 
discovered she had apparently stayed with the SLA leader, was identified as Donald D 
fugitive heiress in a Pennsylvania farmhouse last an escaped convict and a black. 
fall. 
Bates told reporters that there was no evidence On March 9, in another tape, Patricia 
any other persons had been living with the four at her father of giving "only crumbs" to the 
the two homes. said, "I really want to get out alive." Distrlb; 
"We knew we were going to catch them-it was of the $2 million in food was completed on 
just a matter of time," the law enforcement officer 25. -~a:rJU'iiOSS" 
said. On April3 Patty announced she would"' 
For 592 days, Patty Hearst, a pretty college the SLA "to fight".as a soldier. She asked 
coed, was Tania, a teen-age terrorist who toted a "to try to understand," dl'nounced her 
submachine gun and called her millionaire father a ·liar," and said she could "never go back to '"'E"&:65.oo 
"pig." we Jed before." The message was ac<cornp:amr-
The wild and_criminallife she assumed focused a photo of Patty, who now called herself·.::::-.::::::-----=:.. 
the problems middle class Americans have in un- posing with a submachine gun before the 
derstanding its rebel young. · seven-headed cobra symbol. Hearst exJrr1r-.:;;;;;~~~;_ 
UntJJ Feb. 4, 1974, Patricia Hearst was a genteel disbelief in the whole sequence of events. 
By Rick Wright 
Saturday night's football 
game against Texas Tech is a 
.key one not just for the team, 
but for the financial success of 
the grid season, Athletic Direc-
tor Lavon McDonald said Thur-
sday. 
McDonald said he felt a good 
showing against the Red 
Raiders of the prestigious 
Southwest Conference would 
help UNM improve on last 
week's disappointing (19,000) 
attendance in the remaining 
five home games. 
"This week is a key," he said. 
"If we can win or at least be 
respectable over there (Lub-
bock) we can have great crowds 
here the rest of the way." 
McDonald said the football 
program needs must average 
over 20,000 attendanceo a game 
to show a profit for the season. 
"Our projected revenue for 
football this year is $330,000 " 
he said. "We try to get at lea~t 
$60,000 a game and that takes 
about 20,000 attendance. Over 
six games that would get us a 
slight profit." · 
A slight profit, however, is 
less than McDonald is hoping 
for. A winnlng team and good 
weather, he said, might fill 
University Stadium to capacity. 
"I~ we can bbat Texas Tech 
and Colorado State and if the 
weather cooperates, I predict 
30,000 for the Arizona State 
game," he said. 
McDonalb blamed the 
weather for last Saturday's low 
attendance, though the weather 
at game time was excellent. 
"The weather was bad Thur· 
sday and Friday," he said, "and 
the forecast was bad. People 
read the forecast and if it's bad, 
they stay home." 
Last year it rained on the 
Lobos four times in six home 
games, costing the athletic 
program an estimated $150 000. 
"Rain killed us last y~ar," 
McDonald said, "but we still 
had a- record gate. This year I 
think we'll surpass that." 
X~Country Team to Host ENMU, 
Oefending NAIA Champion 
By Peter Mad.rid 
Coming off a sp.,rkling .17-45 victory over the Air Force Academy last. Saturday, the Lobo cross~ 
country team hosts defendmg NAIA champs Eastern New Mexico Saturday at the Tramway road cour-
se. 
The Greyh~unds are led by Kenyan Mike Boit, defending long-distance champion in the- NAIA last 
year. Eastern s runners for the most part are all foreigners. Most are from Kenya and Canada Lobo 
Coach Hug;h Hackett said, "Saturday's race .will be the state of New Mexico against the world.'' AIJ.seven 
of Hackett stop runners are from New Mexico. 
Hackett said the race 'wiH not be as easy as Saturday's win in Colorado because of the experience that 
th.e Eastern r?nners hav-e. Hackett said, "If the race isn't close, they might beat us as bad as we beat the 
Air Force. This means our runners will have to do their best.'' 
. Hac~ett said that even though the Greyhounds are the visiting team, running in a different surroun-
dmg will not a~fect them. "An exp"erienced runner," he said, "is not affected by running on a different 
course for the simple reason that they are experienced." 
Th~ race :Will take P.lace ~aturday at 11 a.m. at the Tramway road course and the runners will be 
covermg a distance of five miles. 
. 
JEANS 
CORDUROY 
BELLS 
British tan, 
Tan, Navy, 
Sand, Grey, 
Brown, Green, 
Burgundy, Black 
plays, especially short yardage." 
A few changes have been made 
in the starting lineups on the 
''basi~ of last week's game," Mon-
dt said. Pete Robison has moved 
ahead of "Preston Hall at the 
tight-end position. Many may 
remember Robison as the one 
who caught that last minute 
touchdown pass against Texas 
Tech last year leading to a 21-21 
tie with the Red Raiders. Also, 
freshman fullback Mike Williams 
has moved to second-string 
fullback behind Bobby Forrest 
because Bol)by Scott had to go 
home to Georgia earlier this 
week and will not be able to make 
the trip. Williams is the leading 
rusher for the Lobos gaining 69 
yards in 13 carries in last Satur-
day's game. 
Also on offense, Mondt said 
Smokey Turman has moved 
ahead of Frankie Theragood at 
third-string tailback. Theragood 
has a sore ankle and will not be 
able to make the trip. Mandt said 
he expects to play all three 
tailbacks, starter Donny Ear-
ners, Jon Suttton and Turman. 
The starting quarterback for 
the Lobos will be senior Steve 
Myer who had 11 of 23 com-
pletions in the Fresno State 
game for 154 yards. He will be 
backed up by Freshman Noel 
Mazzone who had the only of-
fensive touchdown for the Lobos 
last week, a 28-yard pass to split-
end Preston Dennard. 
He said DNM's offensive line 
"blocked better than anytime 
last year. They did miss some 
assignments, but I'm real en-
couraged with the progress 
we're making there. I think we 
can block Texas Tech." 
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s~op Call now for a free hair analysis, consultation, and sketch of what 
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Yamaha guitars 25% 
Free strings with thiS 
'til Sept. 20 
Music Villa 
2120 Central SE 
24~·6954 
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your hair will look like. · 
It's a Loi-La-Pa-Loo-Za (Unisex) Hair Design 
1123 Central NE lllOOCandclaria NE 
842·8565 293-2929 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
FORSAL,E BICYCLE-SCHWINN 3spced, newish, Excellent. Was $100, now $70 or best, Call277·5696 7·9 a,m. 
or 9 p.m. to midnlte, 9/22 
--
-· .... ----·-------·-·-
c 1975 Gahan Wilson . 
Tke Regi3ter & Tribune Synd1cate 
' 
RateH: 15 cents per word per day, ope dollar 
minimum. Advertisements run live or more 
consecutive days with no clumges, nine cen· 
ts per word per day, !no refumjs if.c~ncelled 
befOre live insertion5l. Clasfnhed ad-
verti~;~ements must. be paid In advance. 
BICYCLES· Lowest price!) and largest selection of 
the finest European makes. ~.C. Hallett's :,~'orld 
Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI NE. 843·9378. 
Open ti\9 p.m. 
20 PORTABlE TV's $3Q.$60. 441 Wyorning NE. 
255·598?. . 10/23 
CAMERA -SUPER a new Bol~x movie macro£ol)m. 
Was $225 now $150 or best, Call 277-5696 early 
a.m . .or 9 to midnite. 9/22 
Tl SR50 CALCULATOR. Perfect eoodition, $90. 
Steve 298-7930 after 5 pm. 9/19 
New Mexico 
.... 
The ASUNM Speakers 
Series will present Vito 
Russo who will lecture on 
"Homose~uality in Films," 
Wednesday night, 8 p.m., 
SUB Ballroom .. 
BARGAIN 1U68 Pontiac GTO B·cylind~r, new 
motor, airconditioned, $950. 298·2015 ovenmgs. 
9/25 
6. EMPLOYMENT DAILY 
' 
Marron Hall room 131 or by 
Classified Advertising, UNM 
mall to: 
Box ~~~ 
NECCHI ZIGZAG. '75 closeout model. But-
tqnholes, embroiders, monograms, $40 or 10 
payments of $4. 256·3505. 10/9 
JOBS AVAILABLE, women 19 yeurs and older, 
Call Southwest Design Adobe House BuiiQers, 
from 6 p.rn.·6 p.rn. 242·1603. 9/19 
Monday, September 22,1975 
Albuquerque, N ,M, 87131, 
1. PERSONALS 
PREGNAN'l' AND NEED HEl~P1 You have frien· 
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819. tfn 
BRAD GONYER' Ca11255·BI96. 9/19 
GARY, I missy our face, Mary. 9/22 
AGORA . handles a little bit of everything. 277-
3013. Try us. 9/19 
2. LOST&FOUND 
LOS'r: BLUE KELTY windbreaker at Lobo Foot;, 
ball Game Sept. 13.299-0110, 292-2<110. -~ 
3. SERVICES 
-L-A w,---""s"'CH070:-0::L-A;-;D::M-;;I~S;;;SI;;;O;:;N-;;;Te~-,t-Oe-t.-l-!. 
Prepare now, call Professional Educators or New 
Mexico Inc. 255-1904. • 
FAMOOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and 
Photograph Ga}lery is one-half block from Johnson 
Gym on Cornell. Special order service. 
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students! 
Custom black-and-white processing printing. 
Fine-grain or push proce~slng o! film, Contact 
sheets or custom proofs. H1gh quality enlargemen-
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444 
or come to 1717 Girnrd Blvd N E. 
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION pll()tos. Lowest 
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Cull 
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E. 
WEDDING INVITATIONS & Photography. 
Creative Services Ltd. 299-7930. 10/14 
FREE MATH TUTORING-fol" minority students. 
Con tad Prof. Griego. Hum 431. 9/19 
Al.J.TO TUNI~G &- r.epair rensonable.hl211 Cop· 
per NE, renr West. 9/22. 
Wii~L TYPE J1'APER5 {and make grnmmatical 
corrections) anytime. 60c per typewritten page. 
Call.Kim at 265·3292. 9/2~ 
AMBiTIOUS? PHOTOGRAPHIC ~!!· 
THUSIAST'? Proven system guarantees profit m 
campus photography. For more information call 
collect, prrson·to·person for Debbie Shoemake 
405·947·8747 or write Candid Color Systems, Box 
25669,0klahoma City,Okla. 73125. 9/25 
PROFESSIONAl~ TYPIST. IBM selectric guaran· 
teed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·7147. 
9/24 
4. FOR RENT 
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT, carpeted, airk 
conditioned, Hermosa NE. 5150/mo. w/SSO 
deposit. 265·9198 after 5:00p.m. 9/23 
EFFICIENCY $110. utilities paid. UNM one 
block. 2601 Silver SE. Ca\1255-1676. 9/~4 
ROOMMATE WANTED; Beautiful hou;;c. 
Corrales, male graduate student preferred $1~0. 
261>6821. 9t23 
72 NORTON COMMANDO ROA DS~'ER, 750cc, 
66 HP. Combat engine, new paint & tires, dunstall 
mufflers, low miles. Be'st offer over $1300. Bill243-· 
5740. . 9/25 
1970 NORTON 750, excellent condition, low 
mileage, $995, David 345-4103. 9/24 
QUAD RECORDER with AM·FM, eight track and 
all .the goodies, $9,55 month, 262·0637_. 10/9 
TRADE 250 Maico MX, 250 Ossa Lrials, trude one 
for a Honda 350 or both for a 500 or 750 of equal 
value. 299-2775. 9/22 
CAMERA: Olympus 35RC, 35mm, range finder, 
meter" 30 day gunrnntec, $75. Fino for class. 843-
9378. ' 9/23 
TELEPHONE SOLICITORS for part·time work 
come to Student Publications, Rm, 132 11nrron 
Hall Friday between 12:30-2:30 or call 2%7-6259 
between 23:30·2:30, 
.WANTED SALESMAN to work part time in ad-
vertising sales for New Mc~dco Bllily Lobo, Ap· 
proximately 4 hours- dai\y, Mon-Fri for ap· 
pointment. Call277·4202. 9/24 
PART TIME JOB graduate students only. Af· 
ternoons & oyenings, Must be able to work Frid~y 
& Saturday nights. Must be 21. years old. Apply m 
person, no phor\1 calls please. Save Way Liquor 
Stores. 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23 
MEN'S ~'EN SPEED BIKE $85. 256·9467. 9/22 8.,..--M--:-:I=S=-C_E::-L::-L-::A:---N_E_O_U~S,----=:::-
. TENNIS EQUIPMENT BAGS of attrllctivc, GOOD USED Realistic car cassette stereo. 
durable vinyl, Two separate racket com· Speakers included, $50,268·1945. 9/1~ 
partmcnts, ample space for balls, shoes·, clothes, 
etc, $22.50. Godfrcy,265·3028. 9/29 HAVE YOUR FANTASIES photographed. 
Models also needed. 268-9520 between 10 p.m.· 
midnighL. ___ ,;~/19 
CANTERBURY CHAPEL 
Clx.iRCIJ 
425 University NE 
Sunday Services 
9:30 A.M. - Holy Communion 
11:15 A.M. - Holy Communion 
5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion 
Weekday-Holy Communion 
12:30-Wednesday 
12:30-Saints Days 
'Roffmantown Baptist Church 
SUNDAY SERVICES: 
Bible Study 9:00 am & 7:15 pm 
Worship Service 10:20 am & 6:00 pm 
TRANSPORT AT! ON AVAILABLE: 
Front of La Posada 8:20 am 
Corner of Redondo & Yale 8:30 
Ride The Every Sunday Mo 
Parkview Baptist Ch 
Bus leaves La Posada 
ing lot at 9:15 a.m. 
returns at 12:15 p.m. A 
breakfast is served at 
church. For more 
call242·2606. 
Photo by Wend('ll ''r.!lunt 
So/Hoffman Tom Hoover 
Approves Language Drop 
Heady Asks for Junior College 
There should be some way of providing for a 
two-year post secondary education program in 
Albuquerque, said UNM President Ferrel Heady. 
In a recent interview, Heady said he is happy 
foreign language was deleted as a UNM entrance 
requirement, but said there is a need for "some 
kind of two-year, after high-school offerings." 
He said it might be possible for a community 
college or a n~w division· within the University to 
prov,ide such a program. 
. 
• 
Four Councillor S.eats 
Heady said the Post-Secondary Education Com-
mittee -PSEC-, of which he is a member, has 
asked the state Board of Educational Finance 
(BEF) to study the needs for post secondary 
education. The PSEC, which has been in existence 
for several years, includes representatives from 
UNM, the University of Albuquerque, 
Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute, and 
o~hers. 
The UNM Regents last spring and the Com· 
mittee on University Planning have both also 
recommended some attempt at establishing a 
junior college in the Albuquerque area. rll Be Filled Oct. ·7 
There will be at least two new 
on the Albuquerque City 
a;ouncil now that District 8 coun. 
Transcendental TM is no gimmick. Ralph Loken and District 6 
It works. Take the body, for example. ••rJte<:entative Ken Rex have an· 
Scientific research, conducted at over 100. universities they will nqt seek re-
research institutes including Harvard Med1cal School, UC:LII!Iecllion October 7th. . 
'and Stanford Research Institute, has proved that the daily 15 candidates have entered the 
tice of TM slows the body's metabolic rate down t? such a for four council seats. 
that the rest received is deeper than that prov1ded by the field is a UNM 
several real es"tate sleep. 
And it's so easy. , and a member of the 
. It involves no change in l!fe style nor acceptance of Board of. Review set up to 
philosophy. · , pornographic material. 
Just deep rest. And more energy in activity,.Other benefits: Also on the ballot are 14 bond 
creased learning ability, more happines~, improved four city charter amend-
relations. · , and two municipal judge 
Hear about all the J>enefits of TM at a free introductory lec:tur,r .• ;ats. 
- UNM Student Union The least crowded race is in 
Room 250C 2 where incumbent coun· 
and Alan Reed, assistant 
professor of librarianship at 
UNM came in second and third 
respectively in the 1974 election. 
Real estate agent Max Kiehne 
and Leo C. Baca are also vying 
for the council in District 6. 
Heady said there are some students who do not 
want'a four year college educat;on, and .as a result 
drop out before getting a degree. 
"There's no question W\):ve got a lot of those kin-
ds of students here now," he said. 
There probably will not be a junior college or 
any other kind of two year post secondary school in 
town very soon, Heady said, because the BEF has 
.President Ferrel Heady Lobo photo 
said it intends to make a state wide study of the 
needs for P.OSt secondary education. 
No further action is likely until that study is 
complete. Outgoing councillor Ralph 
Loken has thrown his support 
behind Kiehne. Baca is a member 
of the city's board of review 
created by the council when it 
Renaissance Music Is· Reborn 
passed an anti·obscentiy or· By M.S. Tully 
dinance designed to rid the city A small phenomenon is oc-
of pornography. curring in UNM's department of 
The Disfrict 8 race has formal music, says Music Chairman 
mayoral candidate Sol Hoffman William Rhoads. 
strumental director. 
Patrick, the choral director, 
said much of the interest in early 
music comes from its rhythms 
and simply because it's different. 
Monday, Sept. 22 7:30pm and r Joe Abeyta is being, S W Bl d N E Tuesday, Sept. 231:00 pm by Carlos Cordova. --------=~2~3~J~::2!y::om:::t:n~i5~~V~~· ~·~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~,~;rt~ •Districts that are 
·o,ut campaigning. Hoffman, a There is a growing interest in 
labor lawyer, recently led a recall early music·-the music of the mid-
moyement against Mayor Harry 18th century . and earlier-· 
Kinney for the mayor's action evidenced by a new group of 
during the i\lbuquerque police students, faculty and others, 
nettos, harpsichord, lutes, por-
tative organ and percussion--are 
all reproductions of instruments 
used during the period. The 
vocalists sing the music in the 
language in which it was written 
such as Old French or Old Ger-
man.· 
Some of the instrumentalists 
participated in the Renaissance· 
Fair preceding each of the 
Theater Department's per· 
formances of Shakespeare's 
;Romeo and Juliet Sept. 18·20. 
These musicians, costumed as 
Elizab~tthans, pln;yed the type of 
music performed at court func-
tions such as French dance 
music, said Williams, the in· 
"It's exotic," she said. "A lot of 
people come out of the woodwork 
for these concerts." 
Williams said composers of 
this period are "absolutely 
equally as important as 
Beethoven or Bach." 
0 council elections are 4, 6, 
New Mexico Daily Lobo 
In District 6, which is made up 
the southeast heights, two for~ 
losers for the seat are back 
again. Ken Gattas, owner of 
Lounge on Central Ave. 
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mex~co 
Daily Lobo time(s} beginning , under the head1ng 
(circle one}: 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; !}. 
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.· 
Enclosed$ ____ Placed by _____ .Telephone ___ -·-------~-
Want Ads say it 
in a Big Way!! 
Classified Advertising Rates 
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge 
Terms Cash in advance 
Marron Hall, Room 132 
.. 
• mm1ttee 
penings 
nnounced 
ASt:NM·still has sevHal 
open for studenb in-
in working in their 
.V!>rntnAn t. 
among these are four 
on the Student Court. The 
body for ASUNM, thl' 
conducts hearings on 
abuses of student govt>rn-
law. At presen~, only one 
1uaent (Andre West) is on the 
don't know when and if 
EYI:hin,l! will coJlle up for the 
to decide," said ASUNM 
l'!elsid<mt. Alan Wilson. "But 
M ail To the fall election coming up 
the ASUNM ·Constitutional 
UNM Box 20, University of New MexicO,I'nventi.on almo,st complete, I 
Albuquerque( New Mexi'co 87131 foresee things happening (Continued on pag<! GJ 
\ \ 
' 
strike. calling themselves the Early 
Real estatll agent Jim Delleny -Music Ensemble. 
has been endorsed by out.going This is the first group at UNM 
Dist.rict ~ councillor Ken Rex. to deal with early music ex-
Rubm V!llneauva, and Alfred elusively, said assistant 
Kraus J~. a:e also campaigning professors Dr. Susan Patrick and 
for the D1stnct 8 seat. Floyd Williams, the directors. 
Incumbent Tom Hoover 1s The instruments used--
seeking re-election to District 4 recorders, crumhorns, viols, cor-
where he is being opposed by 
retired defens~ department em-
ployee James Brewer and Gerald 
Bednorz, whose wife ran for elec1 
tion in District 4 last year. 
Judge Fredrick Mowrer is 
unopposed in his bid for re-
election as municipal judge. Jn 
the rare for the Division 2 
municipal judge seat left vacant 
when Judge Harry Robins 
retired, there are five can-
didates. They are Gloria Lyons, 
Ben Roybal, H. R. Blackhurst, 
Elizabeth Love and Joseph 
Viecht. 
The dty council has nine mem-
. hers, two of whom are UNM 
professors. The council replaced 
the old city commission form of 
government in July 1974 when 
Harry Kinney was elected 
Albuquerque's first mayor in 50 
years. Kinney is ulJ for re: 
election in 1977. The councillors' 
terms are staggered meaning 
there will be several diUerent 
seats up for election at different 
times. .. · · · · · · · i' 
• ' i 
Both Williams and Patrick said 
early music is building support in 
the department. of music. For a 
year now students have been 
given university credit for par-
ticipating in the ensemble and 
the department has purchased 
many of the instruments 
necessary. 
"I've fiought them equipment, 
music, everything they need lo 
make it go," Rhoads said. 
Patrick said she would like to 
, have regular costumes, but that 
costuming is a problem as the 
members of the ensemble change 
each year. 'l'he costumes for the 
Romeo.and Juliet performances 
were borrowed from the Theater 
Department. 
She said she· would also like 
Renaissance dancers in the en-
semble but that UNM does not 
have anyone to teach early dance 
expertly. 
The group has played for 
history and music classes and 
played for the Medieval 
Renaissance Scholars Conference 
last semester. Williams said an 
instrumental concert wi!Ibe held 
at noon, October 3, in the SUB 
ballroom free of charge. 
The ensemble will perform 
, 
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